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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a large number of small individual sensor nodes equipped with limited computation 
capacity, restricted memory space, limited power resource. In WSN rate of consumption of energy is one of the most important factor 
because if once energy of node is consumed means it can’t be regenerated and node becomes dead. Due to the hostile environment it’s 
nearly not possible to replace dead nodes. In WSN each sensor node has some initial energy and this energy is consumed during
communication tasks such as reception, processing of data packets and transmission of data packets. Therefore initial energy of each sensor 
node should be optimally utilize during these communication tasks. In this paper we are introducing Virtual Energy Based Encryption and 
Keying (VIBEK) scheme for WSN which virtually reduces energy consumption of each node and also virtually reduces communication cost, 
because communication cost is most dominant factor in sensor node energy consumption. VIBEK framework also provides secure 
communication using RC4 encryption algorithm. VIBEK consists of two operational modes: VIBEK-I and VIBEK-II.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WSN is playing a dominant role in various applications such as environmental, military, commercial enterprises and 
industries on geographic area. In another aspects, the underwater sensors nodes are very useful in the oceanographic data 
collection, pollution monitoring, navigation, military and naval surveillance and mining operations. WSN consists of large 
number of  small-sized independent sensor nodes. Each sensor node receives data, processes it and sends the information to 
different destinations. Sensor nodes are usually deployed in large numbers usually in unattended environment which makes it 
vulnerable to physical attack. In WSN to avoids the physical attacks we are using key management techniques.  There are two 
types of key management techniques are there for WSNs: static and dynamic.

In static key management Schemes, either fixed number of keys are preloaded on the sensor nodes at the time of 
deployment of the node or shortly after deployment. In this management, key generation and distribution are handled statically. 
On the other hand dynamic key management schemes perform rekeying either periodically or on demand as needed by the 
network. The sensor nodes exchange keys dynamically for the communication. Although dynamic key management schemes are 
more attack resilient than static ones. In VEBEK framework we are using  dynamic key generation mechanism. VIBEK’s secure 
communication framework provides a technique to verify the data packets coming in to the line and drop the data if they are false 
packets from malicious nodes, thus maintains the health of the network . VEBEK dynamically update keys without exchanging 
messages for key renewals and avoids enlarging of packets by appending message authentication codes (MAC). Keys are 
generated using RC4 encryption scheme which is based on permutation code generation method. RC4 scheme is secure 
encryption scheme. RC4 algorithm is used for both encryption and decryption technique.
1. Motivation

One significant aspect of confidentiality in WSNs is designing efficient key management scheme. This is because 
regardless of the encryption mechanism chosen for WSNs, the keys must be made available to the communicating nodes (source 
and sink nodes). The keys could be distributed to the sensors before the network deployment or they could be distributed to nodes 
on demand as triggered by keying events. The main motivation behind VEBEK is that the communication cost is the most 
dominant factor in a sensor’s energy consumption. Dynamic keying used in VEBEK ensures rekeying either periodically or on 
demand as needed by the network to refresh the security of the system There is no usage of Message Authentication Code (MAC) 
for the transfer of error message occurred during the transmission of the message and reduces the use of the sensor node which is 
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depleted in its capacity and power. This motivates to use low power in VEBEK to use less memory and power of sensor node in 
encryption and transmission of packets. The single key has been used for each packet and thus making VEBEK more resilient 
against attack by outsiders. 
2. Problem Statement

The growing need of WSN’s  in the present technology has made the sensor nodes to be used more and more and, hence 
there is need for energy efficient cost effective scheme for detecting the false data injected in to the sensor network for reducing 
the cost needed for removing the false packet from the sensor network. There is necessary of saving the energy of the sensor by 
using such a scheme which does not exchange error message with neighboring sensor nodes whenever the packet is lost, as 
sensors are limited in their capabilities and power and increase the lifetime of the sensor node. 

This gives the base for generating a scheme which will reduce the usage of power in the sensor node for safety 
transmission of packets in the sensor network. When a packet is detected as malicious it needs to be discarded otherwise it creates 
delay in the sensor network and reduces the power of sensor nodes which results in the downfall of the entire system. The 
VEBEK architecture is useful for the problems created and give a energy efficient, cost effective and secure communication 
framework for wireless sensor network by using CPU and battery power of the sensor for encryption of the text in the packet 
without generating extra message for error created.   
3. Objectives
The objectives of the project is as follows :
Ø A dynamic en route filtering mechanism that does not exchange explicit control messages for rekeying.
Ø Provision of one-time keys for packet transmitted to avoid stale keys.
Ø A modular and flexible security architecture with a simple technique for ensuring authenticity, integrity, and 

nonrepudiation of data without enlarging packets with MACs. and
Ø A robust secure communication framework that is operational in dire communication situations and over unreliable 

medium access control layers.
4. Survey

The wireless sensor network is used here for the generation of key and transmission of the packet as seen in 
Y.Sankarasubramaniam the survey on wireless sensor network [1]. Then the dynamic key is generated in VEBEK using CPU and 
battery power of the sensor node the management of the dynamic key can be seen in M. Moharrum IEEE Comm. Magazine [2]. 
The loss of power of the sensor network using Message Authentication Code (MAC) can be known by L. Zhang’s “Statistical En-
Route Filtering of Injected False Data in Sensor Networks,” IEEE J. Selected Areas in Comm [3]. The dynamic scheme which 
can be implemented for VEBEK can be designed using Y. Guan’s, “A Dynamic En-Route Scheme for Filtering False Data 
Injection in Wireless Sensor Networks, and R. Govindan’s, “Directed Diffusion: A Scalable and Robust Communication 
Paradigm for Sensor Networks” [4], [5]. The geographic performance of sensor node can be known from M. Zorzi’s, “Geographic 
Random Forwarding (GeRaF ) for Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks: Multihop Performance” [6]. The error occurring between the 
layers of the sensor networks can be seen using M. Vuran’s, “Cross-Layer Analysis of Error Control in Wireless Sensor 
Networks” [7] The design security of each hop can be known though S. Zhu’s, “An Interleaved Hop-by-Hop Authentication 
Scheme for Filtering of Injected False Data in Sensor Networks” [8]. The RC4 algorithm of VEBEK and the cryptographic 
techniques can be known through William Stallings, “Cryptography and Network Security” [9].

II.SEMANTICS OF VEBEK
The VIBEK framework consists of three modules: Virtual energy based keying module, Crypto module and Forwarding 

module[10]. The creation of Dynamic keys are done in Virtual energy based keying module. Comparing with other dynamic key 
management schemes it does not exchange any extra messages to establish keys. A sensor node computes keys based on its 
residual virtual energy of the sensor. The key is then fed into the crypto module. The cryptography module does encoding on 
packet and use the dynamic key to encode packet. RC4 algorithm has used for encryption. VEBEK’s flexible architecture allows 
for adoption of stronger encryption mechanisms in lieu of encoding [2]. Lastly, the forwarding module handles the process of 
sending or receiving of encoded packets along the path to the sink. A graphical view of VEBEK framework and its underlying 
modules are shown in figure 1.
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Figure1: Modular structure of VIBEK framework.

1 .Virtual Energy-Based Keying Module

The Virtual Energy-Based Keying module of VEBEK framework is primary contribution of this project. It is essentially 
the method used for handling the keying process. In VEBEK each sensor node will have some energy when they are placed in the 
network. After deployment the nodes go through several functional states like node-stay alive, packet reception and, transmission, 
encoding, and decoding. As each of these actions occur the power in the sensor node is reduced and then the current power value 
of the node is used as the key to the key generation function.

The virtual energy-based keying module ensures that the detected packet is associated with the unique new key 
generated based on the transient power value of the sensor. The process of key generation is initiated when data is sensed, hence 
no need of extra messages to refresh or update keys and reducing the loss of power in the sensor, as sensor nodes are power 
limited devices. Moreover the dynamic nature of the keys makes it difficult for the attacker to intercept enough packets to break 
the encoding algorithm.

2. Crypto Module

In this module there is a simple encoding operation being performed on the packet. The encoding operation is essentially 
the process of combinations of operation of bits in packet, according dynamically created code through RC4 encryption mechanism 
.The purpose of the crypto module is to provide simple security service to the packet header and payload while ensuring the 
authenticity and integrity of the sensed data. VEBEK’s flexible framework allows for adoption of stronger encryption mechanism 
for encoding of packets. RC4 encryption algorithm takes the key and packet fields bit by bit as inputs and produces the result as the 
permutation code. The concatenation of the 8 bit output becomes the resultant permutation code. The key to the crypto module is 
fed from the virtual energy-based keying module generated by using the present power value of the CPU and battery. 

The value of the power used for generating the key is fed to the next node in order to decode the packet. There is no extra 
messages used here in order to send error to the next node instead when the packet is lost the new key is generated by using the 
value of current power in the sensor node. If the power value at the receiving node does not match the sending node then the packet 
is discarded. This technique is simple and ideally suited for devices with limited resources.

3. Forwarding Module

The final module in the VEBEK framework is the forwarding module. The forwarding module is responsible for the 
sending of packets initiated at the source or received packets from other sensors forwarding nodes along the path to the sink. The 
reports traverse the network through forwarding nodes and finally reach the terminating node, the sink. The error occurred during 
the transmission of the packet is fed as input to the virtual energy-based keying module so that it generates new key. In this project 
the transmission control protocol (TCP/IP) is used as the transmission protocol for handling error and packet transmission.  

In VEBEK, the tracking of virtual residual energy of sending node at the receiving node is called watching. Watching concept is 
illustrated with an example in figure 2.

Figure2:An illustration of watching concept with forwarding.
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III. OPERATIONAL MODES OF VIBEK

The VEBEK protocol provides three security services: Authentication, integrity, and non-repudiation. The fundamental 
notion behind providing these services is the watching mechanism described before. The watching mechanism requires nodes to 
store one or more records to be able to compute the dynamic keys used by the source sensor nodes, so that they can decode 
packets, and to detect unauthenticated packets either due to communication problems or potential attacks.. In reality, applications 
may have different security requirements. For example, need of the security in military application of Wireless Sensor Network 
(e.g., doing survey of portion of a combat zone) may be higher than that of a civilian application (e.g., collecting temperature data
from a national park). There is a need of flexible frame work. Due to this need there are two operational modes in 
VEBEKVEBEK-I and VEBEK-II. These modes are based on number of sensor nodes they watch for authentication check of 
packet. VEBEK-I considers packets coming from all neighbors for authentication check while VEBEK II will check packets 
coming from particular neighboring nodes.

1.VEBEK-I

In the VEBEK-I operational mode, all nodes check for authentication of packet coming from their neighbors; whenever a 
packet is received from a neighbor sensor node, it is decoded and its authenticity and integrity are verified. Only authenticated 
packets are sent to the destination. In this mode, there is a short window of time assumed at initial deployment that an adversary is 
not able to attack the network, because it is very difficult to catch a node of keys which are based on residual virtual energy. 
During this period of time, information of initialization of route may be used by each node to decide which nodes are its neighbor 
nodes. To obtain a neighbor’s initial energy value, a master key can be used to transmit this value during this period similar to the 
shared-key discovery phase of other dynamic key management schemes. Alternatively, sensors can be pre-loaded with the initial 
energy value. When an event occurs and a report is generated, it is encoded as a function of a dynamic key based on the virtual 
energy of the originating node, and transmitted. When the packet arrives at the next node, the receiver node gets the key of sender 
node from the record (the virtual perceived energy value associated with the sending node and decodes the packet). Then packet is 
decrypted and after the successful decryption of packet the authentication of packet is checked. To do this authentication check, 
the plaintext ID is compared with the decoded ID. If the receiving node is not able to successfully extract the key then it will 
decrease the predefined virtual energy value from the current perceived energy and tries another key before classifying the packet 
as malicious (because dropping of packet may have occurred many times due to communication errors). This process is repeated 
several times; and total number of trials of unsuccessful decryption of packet is needed to classify. Then this value is compared 
with Virtual Key Search Threshold. If this value (value of count of unsuccessful trials) is less than threshold value then packet is 
consider as authentic, and if this node is not destination node then the packet is encoded again and forward to next node. But if 
value of unsuccessful count is more than threshold value then packet is considered as unauthenticated and it is dropped. This
process will stop when the packet will reach its destination. Re-encoding of packet at every hop will increase the strength of the 
encryption. The general packet structure is [ID, {ID, data}]. Here ID is the ID packet of packet and {ID, data} is encrypted at 
each node using dynamic key for their encryption. VEBEK-I reduces the transmission overhead as it will be able to catch 
malicious packets in the next node, but processing overhead increases in VEBEK-I because of the encryption/decryption occurs at 
every node.

2.VEBEK-II

In the VEBEK-II operational mode, wireless sensor nodes check authentication of packet coming from some specific 
neighbor nodes. Each node picks some m nodes randomly and monitors only those m nodes. Then packet is encrypted at source 
node and forward to the next node. If the receiving node is not watching the node (from which packet has arrived) then that packet 
will be forwarded without authentication check. If the node from which the packet is coming is in watch list of receiving node 
than decoding, authentication check, encoding and forwarding is done on that packet on that node. Similar to VEBEK-I, if the 
receiver node is not able of successfully extract key of packet than value of unsuccessful check is compared with virtual Key
Search Threshold before actually dropping the packet as malicious. If the packet is legitimate, and current node is not the 
destination node than packet is forwarded to the next node. If the packet is classified as unauthenticated, after value of 
unsuccessful search exceed Virtual Key Search Threshold than such packet is discarded. This process is repeated until the packet 
doesn’t reach destination. Transmission over head is more in this mode because illegitimate packet can remain unchecked and can 
reach to destination. But processing overhead will be less in this mode as compared to VEBEK-I because packet will not be 
encrypted/decrypted at each node. Also the energy consumption of this mode is less than VEBEK-I. There is a tradeoff of energy 
and security in both operational mode of VEBEK.
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